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Material Handling
Solutions That Work!

CONTACT US
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Conveyor Solutions

» Integrated Conveyor Systems
» High Speed Sortation
» Vertical Conveyor
» Carousels
» Tabletop

Storage Solutions

» Pallet Rack
» Wire Decking
» Flow Rack
» Push-Back Rack
» Drive-In Rack
» Carton Flow
» Shelving
» Mezzanines

Allied Solutions

» Modular Offices
» Wire Partitions
» Dock Equipment
» Ergonomic Lift Equipment
» Pallet Jacks
» Workstations
» Rolling Ladders
» Casters
» Ramps

Pallet Handling

» Palletizers
» Robotic
» Stretch Wrapper
» Turntable

Picking Solutions

» Pick To Light
» Put To Light
» Voice Activated Systems
» Warehouse Management
Systems

Engineering

» Facility Planning
» Computer Aided Design
» Layout Assistance

Installation & Service

» 24-Hour Service
» Special Fabrication
» Controls and Wiring
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"We've experienced higher shipping volume, better order
accuracy, and a noticeable reduction in wrong orders
shipped.

- VP of Logistics

With products designed to bring out the best in athletes and active people everywhere, this nutritional
supplements manufacturer is all about individual performance. This leads them to strive for peak performance in
all operational areas as well. So, when one key part of the business, warehousing and order fulfillment, was in
need of substantial enhancement they called on the expertise of their Hytrol integration partner and Hytrol
conveyors.

Tapping Into Peak Performance

They had been shipping orders from an outdated facility that had one
forklift and one conveyor line. Orders had to be moved and tracked
manually — an approach not very well suited to a fast-growing
organization with customers across North America and around the
world.

When management moved to address the situation these key factors
were important considerations in the design process of a new order-
flow system:

Keep pace with current order volume while having plenty of
expansion room for future demand.
Reliability and ergonomic friendliness.
Ability to respond to customer needs in a fast and accurate
manner.

They achieved all of these goals with the opening of a new modern
distribution center. The 141,000 square foot facility seamlessly integrates a variety of Hytrol conveyor
equipment. It employs the latest scanning equipment and computer controls to ensure shipment accuracy and
productivity while allowing workers to focus on their jobs without having to worry about the risk of injury from
heavy lifting or excessive manual handling.

"The installation and operation has gone extremely well," says the Vice President of Logistics and Distribution.
The facility is processing 1,800 cases a day, she adds, with the capability to handle more.

Visit Conveyor Handling Company at www.conveyorhandling.com or
call 410-379-2700 today to see how Hytrol products

can benefit your system!


